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If there is one place on the face of the earth where all the dreams of living men 
have found a home from the very earliest days when man began the dream of 
existence it is India. It is a country with many religions. The music and melody of 
these religions make India a unique country. 
And to witness this melodious music REGIONAL SONG COMPETITION was 
conducted for the students of Class III. 

PUNJAB : Ist Position 

Tuanu Punjab  di sifat sunava 
Jithe rabh vargiyan ne manva 

Tarti punj dariya di rani 
Ke jisda amrit verga pani 

 



A state full of colours, masti and joy. The people here are fun – loving energetic 
and enjoy the every bit of life – Punjab is also known for its marriages. Here, 
marriages means a event full of rituals, traditions and customs. Students showed 
the emotional time in marriages in a traditional way.   
 
GUJRAT : II Position 
 

The land of Garba – Gujrat where the melodious sound of dandias captures our heart, 
when we can experience the aesthetic appeal with the Arts, Cultures, Lifestyles  and the 
dynamic traditions of classical  music.  
Children showed how they worship Goddess Durga and praising her temple in their own 
unique way. 
 

RAJASTHAN : II Position  
The land of Kingdoms and Haveli’s – where we can see the magic of rich traditions and 
customs, it is Rajasthan – which is well – known for its lively widespread deserts, 
colourful cities and may art  depicting ancient temples.  

Children came all the way from Rajasthan celebrating the rainy season in a joyous way. 

 

HARYANA : III Position  

Nu Kavhe hai- Hara Bhara Haryana 
Jit Dood dahi ka Khana 

 

Haryana, the land of greenery and natural beauty. Where we can find mouth watering 
dishes and drinks where like churma, thandai, lassi and many more. True colours of 
Haryanvi lifestyle revolves around the looks and the beauty of women which takes away 
the heart and the soul. Once it was best presented by the students to enhance their beauty.  
 

 
 



BENGAL : III Position  
 

A land which worships goddess Durga is Bengal. Students showed the Bengal beauty 
with natural beam. 
 

 


